Ali Ahmed Khaldoon Al Timini
February 17, 1982; Iraqi; +964 0790 111 2222; ali.ahmed@mail.com

OBJECTIVE
A career with an international oil company in Iraq with a global focus requiring a professional skilled in
oil exploration and chemical engineering with proven ability as a manager, expert communicator,
creative problem solver, critical thinker and team builder. A position that will allow me to grow and
develop while working along side of Iraqi and foreign workers.

QUALIFICATIONS
Highly motivated chemical engineer, graduated top of my class with five years of experience in
chemical analysis in support of South Oil Company (SOC) in Basra. Speak English fluently, and
willing to work across Iraq in support of oil exploration and development. Energetic, fast learner, who
wants long-term employment that will challenge me and provide an opportunity for professional growth
and development.

EDUCATION
Bachelor Degree, Chemistry; June 2004 with honors
Graduate Degree, Chemical Engineering; June 2006

University of Basrah, Basrah, Iraq
University of Basrah, Basrah, Iraq

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Laboratory Manager

Oct 2009 to Present

Assigned to SOC analysis laboratory in Basrah. Responsible for managing a lab consisting of three
analysts and one administration specialist. Lab processes daily samples from fifteen well heads in the
Basrah Governorate and provides results to the SOC Standards Directorate each week. Duties include
periodic travel to each well site and management interface with various leaders in SOC.
Chemical Engineer

Jun 2006 to Sep 2009

Worked as a junior chemical engineer at SOC Distribution Complex, Site A. Responsibilities included oil
sample analysis and processing. Worked on a team of seven people responsible for ensuring the
accurate testing of oil samples from ten wells. Reported findings each day to SOC and helped design a
management tracking tool that resulted in 100% accountability of all oil samples.

OTHER QUALIFICATIONS
Special Training: Certificate in oil analysis from Petroleum Institute, Basrah, Iraq
Special Skills: Fluent in English and Arabic
Awards: Employee of the Year 2011, SOC

REFERENCES
Mr. Mohamed Ali: Basra, Iraq. +964 0790 100 1000, m.ali@mail.com
Mr. Ali Hussain: Ashar, Basra, Iraq. +964 0770 100 1234, a.hussain@mail.com
Mr. Jamal Kamal: Baghdad, Iraq. +964 781 234 2345, j.kamal@mail.com
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